
The Department of Pharmaceutics, Manipal College of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Manipal, The Department of Pharmaceutics, Manipal College of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Manipal, 
accomplishes to cultivate an attitude conducive to self-learning and lifelong learning that would:accomplishes to cultivate an attitude conducive to self-learning and lifelong learning that would:

PEO NoPEO No Education ObjectivesEducation Objectives

PEO 1PEO 1

Build an education leading to a Masters’ degree in Industrial Pharmacy with integrated professional Build an education leading to a Masters’ degree in Industrial Pharmacy with integrated professional 
knowledge and technical skills in routine industrial activities and in the development and evaluation of knowledge and technical skills in routine industrial activities and in the development and evaluation of 
various pharmaceutical dosage forms, with research competencies to work in the domain of pharmaceutical various pharmaceutical dosage forms, with research competencies to work in the domain of pharmaceutical 
formulation or drug delivery science and technologyformulation or drug delivery science and technology

PEO 2PEO 2
Equip the Masters’ students with comprehensive knowledge and skills to deliver services to the Equip the Masters’ students with comprehensive knowledge and skills to deliver services to the 
pharmaceutical organizations to design, formulate, manufacture and evaluate appropriate drug productspharmaceutical organizations to design, formulate, manufacture and evaluate appropriate drug products

PEO 3PEO 3 Cultivate an inclination for higher education and entrepreneurship.Cultivate an inclination for higher education and entrepreneurship.

PEO 4PEO 4
Foster the best in-class experimental hands-on training in Preformulation, formulation, optimization, scale Foster the best in-class experimental hands-on training in Preformulation, formulation, optimization, scale 
up and manufacturing of pharmaceuticals using frontier technologies such as Nanotechnology, Hot melt up and manufacturing of pharmaceuticals using frontier technologies such as Nanotechnology, Hot melt 
extrusion, Computational tools, and evaluation using Sophisticated Instruments.extrusion, Computational tools, and evaluation using Sophisticated Instruments.

PEO 5PEO 5
Empower and sensitize the Industrial Pharmacy professionals to serve the Pharmaceutical Industry, Empower and sensitize the Industrial Pharmacy professionals to serve the Pharmaceutical Industry, 
Academia, Society, Regulatory Bodies and the ProfessionAcademia, Society, Regulatory Bodies and the Profession
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